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To Collection Agencies per the attached list 

Re: Use of "draft" statements of claim/ lawyers letters 

I wish to address two issues with you, as the reference line would suggest. The first is the 
practice of including a "draft" statement of claim with demand letters; the second is the sending 
of demand letters purportedly from lawyers without reference to the collection agency. I have 
received complaints about these practices from both debtors and collection agencies. 

The first issue is that of including "draft" statements of claim with demand letters. I am not 
going to cloud this issue dealing with questions like whether the agency has the authority from 
its client to sue, or whether the limitation period for commencing an action has passed. Those 
questions go to the propriety of commencing an action not the propriety of sending a "draft" 
statement of claim to a debtor. 

In my mind there can be no other reason to send a "draft" statement of claim than in the hope 
that it will lend more credence to the agency's assertion that failure to pay may result in the 
commencement of an action and therefore elicit payment. The practice trades on the expectation 
that debtors will be unknowledgeable about court process and interpret the "draft" statement of 
claim as a greater commitment to pursuing the matter in court than actually exists; it relies on 
debtors not recognizing that the document enclosed with the demand letter is little more than 
boiler plate with little investment in time and thought. In my opinion, if this was not the case 
agencies would simply threaten to sue if payment was not received, and issue and serve a 
statement of claim if payment was not forthcoming. Accordingly I believe the practice of 
enclosing a "draft" statement of claim is both deceitful and misleading. 

Subsection 2 of section 21 of the Collection Agencies Act provides me with the authority to order 
that letters, forms and the like that I believe are misleading or deceitful to not be used. This is 
not an order, but is advice that I find the practice objectionable for the reasons set out and 
therefore require it to stop. Further complaints respecting this matter will result in an order 
directed to the agency involved. 
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